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Steps 
1. Search your catalog for aggregators which are unknown to CyberTools. 
2. Register Your Outside Tool Service as CyberTools. 
3. Send your NCBI-assigned Outside Tool NameAbbr CyberTools Support.  
4. Optionally set up your ILL Request Form. 
5. Optionally set up Link Resolver Properties and Words. 
6. Optionally make sure that your URLs/Extents are current in the catalog. 
7. Optionally fix duplicate bibs. 
 
 
1. Search your catalog for aggregators which are unknown to CyberTools. Run Staff Functions-> 
Link Resolver & LinkOut->Find Journals without Extent for the single purpose of finding aggregators 
which are unknown to CyberTools. You can ignore the rest of the report for now. Are there any 
aggregators listed that are unknown to CyberTools? If CyberTools does not know your aggregator then 
CyberTools cannot redirect article requests to your aggregator. Report these to 
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com. For more information please see the CyberTools Link Resolver 
for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool sections:  
 

    - 1.4 Known limitations  
    - 4 Find Journals without Extent  
  

2. Register Your Outside Tool Service as CyberTools. "Request to set up an Outside Tool" - see the 
FAQ on registering at NCBI:  
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3803/#related.Register_Your_Outside_Tool_Servi 
 

You can find the "Base URL of your local service" at Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut-> 
OpenURL base for PubMed LinkOut & the Test LinkOut URL. From the NCBI page, you will need to 
include "Four test URLs (for example, 2 for full-text and 2 for ordering) including PMIDs to demonstrate 
that the links resolve to the actual resource/full-text or to a pre-filled order form." For the "2 for full-text" 
test URLs requirement:  
 

     a. go to two different journals' homepage/contents pages;  

  

     b. find two fairly recent articles, such as from the prior issue, just  

        to make sure that these will be in PubMed;  

  

     c. enter the two articles' titles at pubmed.gov to find their PMIDs;  

  

     d. test the two PMIDs via Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->  

        Test LinkOut and CyberTools->PMID. First select [Citation]  

        in order for the software to generate the URL, then select  

        [Resolve] to test the redirecting to your article's full text.  

  

If these do not resolve then contact Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com. If these do resolve then 
include them in your PubMed "Register Your Outside Tool Service".  
 

Important: if you use a URL Rewriter (e.g., EZproxy, LibLynx, or OpenAthens) then you must send sign-in 
credentials (identifier and its password) to NBCI so that NCBI can use the credentials to see that 
CyberTools resolves to the article. Please do not miss this step.  
 

Here are two PMIDs which you could use for the "2 for ordering" test URLs requirement: 14316043 and 
15390390. Test the two PMIDs via Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Test LinkOut and 
CyberTools->PMID. First select [Citation] in order for the software to generate the URL, then select 
[Resolve] to test the redirecting to your article's full text.  
 

You don't need to use these two. You can also find your own PMIDs for this purpose, but please follow 
the same steps.  
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3. Send your NCBI-assigned Outside Tool NameAbbr to CyberTools Support.  
Please send your NameAbbr (a.k.a. username) to Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com: we would want 
to test it.  
 

4. Optionally set up your ILL Request Form. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut 
Outside Tool section 3 Request Page Fields Management. Run Staff Functions->Link Resolver & 
LinkOut->Request Page Fields Management.  
 

5. Optionally set up Link Resolver Properties and Words. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for 
PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool section 2 Link Resolver Properties and Words. Run Staff Functions->Link 
Resolver & LinkOut->Link Resolver Properties and Words.  
 

6. Optionally make sure that your URLs/Extents are current in the catalog. If you do not do this step 
then the worst thing that will happen is that an article goes to your ILL form rather than gets redirected to 
its full text. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool section 4 Find Journals 
without Extent. Run Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Find Journals without Extent.  
 
Or, subscribe to our new ERM Updating Service! For a modest fee CyberTools will maintain your 
electronic resources metadata in your CyberTools catalog and A to Z lists.  
 

7. Optionally fix duplicate bibs. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool 

section 5 Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number. Run Staff Functions->Cataloging->Reports-> 

Duplicate Bibs by Control Numbers. 
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